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( ) OHP
OHP
$P$ seudo-cyclic association scheme
2 2
1
comutative association scheme Bose-Mesner algebra
$\langle A_{0}, A_{1}\ldots., A_{d}\rangle=\langle E_{0}, E_{1}, \ldots, E_{d}\rangle’$.
$k_{0},$ $k_{1},$
$\ldots$ , $k_{d}$ valencies, $m_{0,?\eta_{1:}}\ldots,$ $\uparrow n_{d}$ dual valencies ( $m.$; $E_{i}$
)
$\bullet$ pseudo-cyclic




$\bullet$ $|X|=p$ pseudo-cyclic ( - ) $0$
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( )
$P=\{\begin{array}{llll}1 \text{ }1 \vdots P_{0} 1 (d\cross d) \end{array}\}$
( ) $P$ 2
$P_{0}$ $P$ essential part
$\bullet$ How much freedom does $P_{0}$ have ? $\text{ _{}0}$
If all the entries of $P_{0}$ are real, then $P_{0}$ corresponds to a regular simplex
(of $d$ points) insclibed in $S^{d-2}\subset \mathbb{R}^{d-1}$ .
Remark
Theorem.
If ec is pseudo-cyclic, then $P_{0}$ has an eigenvalue $-1$ with multiplicity 1 and all
the other eigenvalues are complex numbers whose absolute values are $\sqrt{|\lambda’|}=$
$\sqrt{1+dk^{\wedge}}$.
Proof ( )
$\overline{{}^{t}P_{0}}P_{0}=P_{0^{\overline{t}}}P_{0}=\{\begin{array}{lllllll}(d -l)k +1 -k \ddots -k^{\wedge} (d -1)\text{ }+1\end{array}\}$
$P_{0}$
$P_{0}\sim\{\begin{array}{llll}\lambda_{1} \lambda_{2} \ddots \lambda_{d}\end{array}\}$ .
$\{\begin{array}{llll}\lambda_{1}\overline{\lambda_{1}} \lambda_{2}\overline{\lambda_{2}} \ddots \lambda_{d}\overline{\lambda_{d}}\end{array}\}\sim\{\begin{array}{llllll}1 dk +1 \ddots dk +1\end{array}\}$ .
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$\bullet$ The eigenvalues of $P_{0}$ are regalded as generalization of ordinary Gauss sums.
$\bullet$ Cyclotomic association schemes
$F_{q},$ $q=p^{r},$ $q-1=dk$ ,
$\mathbb{F}_{q}^{*}=\langle a\rangle,$ $H=\langle a^{d}\rangle$
$\circ$
$|F_{q}^{*}$ : $H|=d,$ $G=F_{q}H$ . $|G|=qk$ $G$ $F_{q}$ $\mathbb{F}_{q}=(F_{q}.+)$
$\chi=a$ fixed non-triviaJ character of $(F_{q}, +)$ ,
$’\psi=a$ multiplicative chara,cter of IF; $=\langle a\rangle$ defined by $\psi(a^{j})=\xi^{j}$ ,
where $\xi$ is a primitive d-th root of unity.
$P_{0}= \sum_{i=0}^{d-1}\eta_{i}C^{i}$
with $C=\{\begin{array}{llll} \end{array}\}$
$\eta;=\sum_{\beta\in\langle a^{d}\rangle a’}\chi(\beta)(0\leq i\leq d-1)$
$G(’\psi_{i}$ . $\backslash ’)=\sum_{x\in G}’\psi^{i}(x)\chi(x)$
$P_{0}\sim diag(G(’\psi^{0}, \chi)(=-1),$ $G(l, \lambda),$ $G(\psi^{2}.\backslash ),$ $\cdots,$ $G(\psi^{d-1}, \lambda))$
$G(\cdot\psi^{i}, \})$ Cyclotomic association scheme
Pseudo-cyclic association scheme $P_{0}$
Proposal of resealch problems
$\bullet$ Are these (non-standard) Gauss sums useful ?
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$?\bullet$
How about an analogue of Jacobi sums (for pseudo-cyclic association schemes)
$\bullet$ In what algebraic number fields, do these (generalized) Gauss sums $(and/or$
Jacobi sums) belong ?
2
Jacobi
$J( \psi{}^{\dot{t}}\psi^{j})=\frac{G(\psi^{i},\backslash ,)G(\cdot\psi^{j},\lambda’)}{G(\cdot V^{}i+j\lambda)}$ .




Problem. Is there a commutative association scheme whose character table is
not in a cyclotomic numbel field ?
( )
(Hanaki-Uno) Let $|X|=p$ , If such an association scheme (whose character
table is not in a cyclotomic number field) exists, then thele exists an algebraic




Komatsu has actually constructed number fields $K$ satisfying these conditions
in particular for $d=6$ and $d=4$ . (preprint: Tamely Eisenstein field with prime power
discriminant, March 2006.)
(Munemasa, JCT(A), 1991)
$P=(P_{j}(i))_{0\leq\leq d}0\leq j\leq j$ ‘
$Gal(\mathbb{Q}(\{P_{j}(i)|0\leq i,j\leq d\})/\mathbb{Q}(\{q_{:}^{k_{j}}|0\leq i,j, k\leq d\})$ is an abelian extension.
That is,
$Gal(\mathbb{Q}(\{P_{j}(i)|0\leq i,j\leq d\})/\mathbb{Q}(\{q_{i,.i}^{k}|0\leq i,j, k\leq d\})$
$\subseteq \mathbb{Z}(Gal(\mathbb{Q}(\{P_{j}(i)|0\leq i,j\leq d\})/\mathbb{Q}))$
Q $q_{j}^{k_{j}}$ $(|X|E_{i}) o(|X|E_{j})=\sum_{k=0}^{d}q_{j,j}^{k}(|X|E_{k})$ .
Krein
$Ii^{r}$ 6
$Ii^{r}$ algebraic number fleld over $\mathbb{Q}$ with $d=[K, \mathbb{Q}]$ .
1. The field $K$ is not a Galois extension over $\mathbb{Q}$ .
2. $d|(p-1)$ .
3. The discriminant disc $(K/\mathbb{Q})$ of $K$ is equal $to\pm p^{d-1}\equiv 1(mod 4)$ .
4. The field $K$ is a p-Eisenstein field.
5. The extension $K/\mathbb{Q}$ is unramified at all prime numbers other than $p$ .
6. The field $K$ is totally real or totally imaginary.
Propo-
sition 5.3 $d=4$





are p-Eisenstein polynomials whose minimum splitting fields over $\mathbb{Q}$ are all
Galois $S_{4}$-extensions. Every zero of the p-Eisenstein polynomials given above
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is a $P$-Eisenstein number which generates a non-Galois, totally real and qualtic
field with discriminant $\underline{p^{3}}$ .
( p-Eisenstein polynomial $f\cdot(J_{-}^{\cdot})=x^{n}+a_{1}x^{n-1}+a_{2}x^{n-2}+\cdots+$
$a_{n-1^{X}}+ \mathfrak{a}_{n:}p|a_{i}(1\leq i\leq n)_{!}p^{2}\int a_{n}$ . )
$\bullet$ Are thele association schemes lelated to these polynomials ?
$|X|=p=1+dk$
$P=\{\begin{array}{llll}1 k kl \vdots P_{0} 1 (d\cross d) \end{array}\}$ , $P_{0}=\chi(\sigma_{g})$ .
$\lambda$ $g$
Ploosition 3.5 (in Hanaki: Ploc. of Sendai Conf. ${\rm Min}$ . Conf. on Numbel
Theory and Combinatolics, Jan. 2006.) Fol each $\chi’$ , thele exists a $g$ so that
$\chi(\sigma_{g})-$ is a loot of a p-Eisenstein polynomial of deglee $d$.
$d=4$ Let
$P=\{\begin{array}{llll}l k kk kl x_{1} y_{1}\sim^{r}1\sim w_{1}l x_{2} y_{2}\approx 2 w_{2}l x_{3} y_{3}\approx 3 w_{3}l x_{4} y_{4}\tilde{\prime}4 w_{4}\end{array}\}$ .






I asked Komatsu what, are the list of $(a, b)$ for all the Eisenstein polynomials satisfying
the conditions (of Proposition 5.3 in Komatsu). Komatsu gave the following answer
immediately.
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$p=$ 2713, $(a, b)=$
$(459511, 77827886)$ . . . . . . . $g_{1}(x)$
$(459514,77829977)$ . . . . . . . . . $g_{2}(x)$
$(459514,77829983)$ . . . . . . . . . $g_{3}(x)$
$(459520, 77833949)$ . . . . . . . . . $g_{4}(x)$




















This was exactly what I was looking for. ( 4
$p=2777$ 8 4 2
)
Next, I asked Komatsu whether it is possible to arrange the $\mathbb{Z}eros$ of $g_{i}(x)=$
$x^{4}+x^{3}- \frac{3k}{2}x^{2}+\cdots$ so that the following holds:
$x_{1},$ $x_{2},$ $x_{3},$ $a_{4}$ are the zeros of $g_{1}(J^{\cdot})$ ,
$y_{1},$ $y_{2},$ $y_{3},$ $y_{4}$ are the zeros of $g_{2}(x)$ ,
$z_{1},$ $\approx 2,$ $\sim 3,$$\sim’4\sim\sim$ are the zeros of $g_{3}(x)$ ,
$w_{1},$ $w_{2},$ $w_{3},$ $w_{4}$ are the zeros of $g_{4}(x)$ ,
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$P=$ $\{\begin{array}{llll}1 k kk \text{ }1 x_{1} y_{1}z_{1} tw_{1}1 x_{2} y_{2}\sim 2\sim u)21 x_{3} y_{3}\sim 3\sim u_{3}l x_{4} y_{4}\approx 4 w_{4}\end{array}\}$ $=(P_{j}(i))_{0\leq J\leq 4}0\leq t\leq 4$ and the following $p_{i,j}^{k}$ are non-
negative integels, whele
$p_{i,j}^{k}= \frac{1}{|\lambda^{r}|k_{k}}\sum_{\nu=0}^{4}P_{i}(\nu)P_{j}(\nu)P_{k}(\nu)m_{v}$ .
Moreovel if we Put $B_{i}=(p_{i,j}^{k})_{0<<4}J$ then eigenvalues of $B_{i}$ $ale$ the zelos of
$0\underline{\overline{<}}j\overline{\leq}4$
$(x-k)g_{i}(\alpha\cdot)$ for $i=1,2,3,4$ (whele $B_{0}=I$ ). The following tables show that evely
conditions ale perfectlly satisfied!!!
$p=2713$ (
) $p=2713_{:}$ 2777, 2857, and 3137
$p=2713$
$B_{0}=\{\begin{array}{lllll}1 0 0 0 00 l 0 0 00 0 l 0 00 0 0 l 00 0 0 0 1\end{array}\}$ ,
$B_{1}=$ $\{\begin{array}{lllll}0 l 0 0 06/8 1i9 162 l60 1_{\overline{l}}60 162 164 185 l6_{\overline{l}}0 160 l85 l66 l6\overline{\prime}0 1_{\overline{l}}6 16\overline{/} l6_{\overline{l}} l68\end{array}\}$ . $B_{2}=\{\begin{array}{lllll}0 0 1 0 00 l62 164 185 16\overline{/}6_{\overline{l}}8 l64 l\overline{i}0 168 1750 l85 l68 l6\overline{/} 1580 16\overline{/} l_{\overline{l}}5 158 l_{\overline{l}}8\end{array}\}$
$B_{3}=$ $\{\begin{array}{lllll}0 0 0 l 00 160 185 l66 l6_{\overline{l}}0 18\prime 5 168 l6_{\overline{(}} l586i8 l66 16i l_{\overline{(}}0 l_{\overline{l}}40 16 158 l74 li9\end{array}\}$ . $B_{4}=\{\begin{array}{lllll}0 0 0 0 l0 l\overline{(}6 16i 16/ l680 16\overline{/} 1\overline{/}5 158 l_{\overline{l}}80 16\overline{/} l58 1\overline{/}4 1_{\overline{l}}96/8 l68 1\overline{/}8 l79 l52\end{array}\}$
So, at the algeblaic lebel, i.e. C-algeblas, or Table algeblas, thele exist such
objects whose character tables ale not in a cyclotomic numbel field.






Find a polynomial $f(x, y)=ax^{4}+x^{2}y^{2}+by^{4}-1$ with the following properties.
Number of the solutions $(x, y)\in F_{p}\cross F_{p}$ of $f(x, y)=0$ are 4 kinds (if $a\neq b$), say
$\alpha_{1},$ $a_{2},$ $\alpha_{3},$ $\alpha_{4}$ .





(481463,. 83473958), $B_{0}=I$ ,
$(481466, 83475971)$ .
$(481466, 83475977)$ ,
$B_{1}=$ $\{\begin{array}{lllll}0 l 0 0 0694 180 l56 1\overline{/}9 1/80 l56 180 1^{-}9 1790 l_{\overline{l}}9 l\overline{/}9 166 l700 l78 179 1\overline{/}0 16i\end{array}\}$ : $B_{2}=\{\begin{array}{lllll}0 0 l 0 00 156 l80 l79 179694 180 17l l72 l700 179 1_{l}2 l82 16l0 l79 170 16l 184\end{array}\}$ ,




$(481463, 83473894)$ , $B_{0}=I$ ,
$(481464, 83474631)$ ,
$(481468, 83477325)$ ,
$B_{1}=$ $\{\begin{array}{lllll}0 1 0 0 0694 l,4 l80 l60 1790 l80 l60 l83 1\overline{/}10 l60 l83 l83 l680 l\overline{\prime}9 l7l l68 l_{l}6\end{array}\}$ , $B_{2}=\{\begin{array}{lllll}0 0 l 0 00 l80 l60 l83 17l694 l60 l/l l\overline{/}8 l840 l83 l78 l68 l650 171 184 16\prime 5 l74\end{array}\}$






$B_{1}=$ $\{\begin{array}{lllll}0 1 0 0 07l4 l85 l62 l88 l780 162 l86 l83 1830 l88 l83 l66 1\overline{/}/0 1_{l}8 lS3 1_{l}7 l76\end{array}\}$ , $B_{2}=\{\begin{array}{lllll}0 0 l 0 00 l62 l86 l83 l83714 186 l82 l80 1650 l83 180 17\overline{/} 1^{-}\prime 40 183 165 l\overline{/}4 192\end{array}\}$
$B_{3}=$ $\{\begin{array}{llllll}0 0 0 l 00 188 l83 166 l7\overline{/}0 l83 ‘ l80 l7_{\overline{l}} 1747l4 l66 l_{\overline{l}\overline{l}} 1^{-}6 l940 l77 l,4 l94 l69\end{array}\}$ , $B_{4}=\{\begin{array}{lllll}0 0 0 0 10 178 1S3 l_{\overline{l}}7 1t60 183 l65 l/’4 l920 1\overline{/}7 li4 194 l697l4 li6 192 169 1i6\end{array}\}$
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$p=$ :31;37, $(a, b)=$
$(614457, 120354970)$ ,
$(614457, 120355000)$ , $B_{0}=I$ ,
$(614460, 120357400)$ ,
$(614463, 120359662)$ ,
$B_{1}=$ $\{\begin{array}{lllll}0 l 0 0 0784 204 181 l92 2060 181 196 208 1990 192 208 194 l900 206 l99 l90 l89\end{array}\}$ , $B_{2}=\{\begin{array}{lllll}0 0 1 0 00 181 l96 208 199784 l96 204 l82 20l0 208 182 204 1900 l99 201 190 l94\end{array}\}$ ,
$B_{3}=$ $\{\begin{array}{lllll}0 0 0 1 00 192 208 l94 1900 20S l82 204 l90784 194 204 195 1900 190 l90 190 214\end{array}\}$ , $B_{4}=\{\begin{array}{lllll}0 0 0 0 10 206 l99 190 1890 l99 201 l90 1940 l90 190 190 2l4784 l89 l94 2l4 1_{t}86\end{array}\}$ .
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